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GirishKumarloseshisvoicewhilefilmingasong

KYAA KOOL
HAIN HUM 3’S
NAUGHTY
SONG GETS
A FEMINIST
TOUCH

Girish Kumar in the track
Peene ki tamanna

W

omen empowerment is rearing its
head and how. Feisty film producer
Ekta Kapoor is spearheading this
movement. A naughty track from her porncom Kyaa Kool Hain Hum 3, which releases on January 22, is being noticed for its titillating lyrics. The song, featuring Mandana Karimi with Tusshar and Aftab
Shivdasani, has the Iranian beauty lip syncing to Oh boy you are my soft toy. But the
original lyrics were Oh boy I am your soft
toy. When Ekta heard the song, she told music composers Sajid-Wajid that she loved it
but felt the need for one change. Instead of
the girl taking a weaker position, Ekta suggested that she should get the upper hand.
So, the lyrics were changed accordingly;
the song was re-recorded and then shot.

Hiren.Kotwani@timesgroup.com

N

ewcomer Girish Kumar temporarily lost his voice during the
shooting of his second film,
Loveshhuda. First, he had to scream with

high energy for a scene, which was okayed
after a couple of takes. Then, he had to drink
chilled alcohol through a funnel before
breaking into the song, Peene ki tamanna,
which was shot in a 100-year-old bar at an
exotic location. According to a crew

member, “After a brief discussion with the
choreographer, Girish felt he should drink
alcohol to enact the scene with conviction.
But the high-pitched screaming followed
by the liquor was too taxing for him. By the
time they packed up, he had lost his voice.”

THEY WILL BE BACK THIS YEAR
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MATT DAMON AS
JASON BOURNE
Mandana Karimi
in the song Oh
boy you are my
soft toy

It’s fest time in city campuses
Yesha.Bhatt@timesgroup.com

A

fter ringing in the New Year,
city campuses are gearing up
for various cultural fests. And
enthusiastic students are leaving no
stone unturned to make the most of
the campus fests in town.
Here’s a dekko at the what’s
in store for the young
guns, this season:

NIRMA UNIVERSITY

● All the institutes on the campus have their independent festivals with different themes. Institute of
Technology organizes two fests, cultural and technical.
“Both the festivals usually take place in February. The
culfest is known as Vaudeville and the Techfest is known
as NU tech. The Techfest is open to students from other
institutes” says Richa Mishra, professor of humanities.

PDPU
● “This year, we wish to
increase the sparkles of
FLARE. We are bringing
an exclusive socio-cultural fest dedicated to portraying the real hues of
our culture,” said Kartik
Kapri, general secretary,
social and cultural committee, PDPU. Last year
PDPU had invited Sonu
Nigam
for
its
pro-nite. “More than 3,000
students are expected to
participate in the fest
from colleges all over the
country. Since we are in
the planning stage for the
fest in April 2016 we can’t
right now talk about the
celebrities we will be having over for the fest,”
informed Kapri.

MICA
● MICA, like many other institutes, hosts two fests during an academic year. The first one
being MICA Yellow Umbrella Fest and the other MICANVAS. “Yellow Umbrella is the
annual cultural fest while MICANVAS is the annual marketing management festival. The
latter invites bright minds from all over the country for face-off in case study and business
plan competitions, presentations, quizzes, debates, etc. while Yellow Umbrella is a culmination of music, art, theatre and literature,” said Ayshwarya Sharma, a final year student.
MICANVAS took place during October 2015 and The Yellow Umbrella will take place in
February.

IIT-GN

RENEE ZELLWEGER AS
BRIDGET JONES

A

fter a lot of speculation, Matt
Damon
confirmed that he would
reprise one of his most
celebrated characters,
Jason Bourne, this year.
Earlier, Damon was
seen in The Bourne Identity (2002), The Bourne
Supremacy (2004) and The Bourne Ultimatum (2007).
Since he chose not to star in The Bourne Legacy
(2012), he will play the CIA assassin who suffers
from memory loss for the fourth time after eight
years. The untitled action thriller will be directed by
Paul Greengrass who had helmed the franchise’s
second and third instalments.

ST XAVIER’S COLLEGE

● Blithchron 2016 will be
organized on January 30
and 31 by IIT-Gn. Last
year, the festival saw a
footfall of over 19,000 students
from
Gujarat
which had laser assassins, robo sumo, Frisbee,
flying fox, standup comedy, race and kabaddi.An
annual technical festival
named Amalthea hosts
summit on various technical topics and invites
speakers for a conclave to
bridge a gap between
industry and academics.
Amalthea hosts an exhibition that showcases
prototypes made by students.
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These Hollywood actors will reprise
their famous onscreen characters in
movie franchises in 2016

● This year, it will be
Goonj from January 1113. “We will have interdepartment games, and
other events likes drawing, cartooning in the
mornings on 11th and
12th and inter-college on
13th morning. Evenings
will see drama and dance
by well-known names,”
said Sukanya Mukherjee,
a volunteer for the fest.

GUJARAT TECHNOLOGICAL UNIVERSITY

● Gujarat Technological University which has 486 colleges under its banner from across the state, organizes
an annual technological festival. The two day fest takes
place in two parts, zonal in February and the central in
March. “We don't have the fest in the same college every
year. There are various parameters that are taken into
account while selecting the host college. About 15-17
thousand students from all the colleges participate in
the fest at both the levels,” said Akshai Aggarwal, Vicechancellor, GTU. “A new college is given a chance to host
each year. It is selected based on the infrastructure and
number of
students participating from that
college,”concluded Aggarwal.

R

enee Zellweger, who grabbed
eyeballs for looking ‘unrecognisable’ some time
back, will return to the silver screen
in Bridget Jones’ s Baby. She last portrayed the 30-something quirky character in 2004.
The third instalment
of
the chick flick
will
feature
Colin
Firth
once again but
Hugh Grant
won’t be a part
of it. Patrick
Dempsey is the
new addition
to the cast.
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